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Abstract 
The use of computers in business and industrial processea has, in 
.· the past decade, become an established fact. However, it has only 
been since the relatively recent introduction of the small, low cost, 
general purpose digital computer that its use as an "on-line" con-
trol element in nlunerous process control and testing applications 
became practical. 
While much bas been written on computers, ·littl.e has been said on 
the techniques required for their integration into a complete 
working system. This has usually been left to the ingenuity of the 
design engineer, who may be a novice to the field of canputers. It 
is the intent of this paper to ana~ze and eval.uate the advantages of 
on-line computer systems and identity the principles by which a system 
might be conceived and assembled. While the P8rtic11Jar system to be 
described in this thesis is intended for transistor testing, the 
procedures for computer selection - on the basis of organization, 
interface and software - will be kept general enough so that they may 
apply to other systems as well. 
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.. Introduction •· ., .. · ,,·.-·1, ( 'I 
The use of computers in business and industrial applications has, 
·, in the past decade, become. an .. established fact. However,· it has 
only been since the relatively rec·ent introduction of the small, 
low-cost, general-purpose digital computer that its use as an 
"on-line" control· element in ntimerous process and testing appli-
cations has become practical. 
. ' 
While much has been written- on computers, little has been said 
on the techniques required for their integration into a complete 
working system. This has usually been left to the ingenuity of 
the design engineer, who may be-a novice to the field o-£ computers. 
It is the intent of this paper to analyze and evaluate the advantages 
a£ on-line computer systems and identify the principles by which a · 
system might be conceived and assembled. While the particular system 
to be described in this thesis is intended for transistor testing, 
the procedures for computer~·selection - on the basis of organization, 
interface and software - will be kept general enough so that they 
may apply to other systems as well • 
Before proceeding, it might be well to· interject a word of caution. 
_If the selected system.application can be broken down into a 
sequence of explicit mathematical-operations it can be controlled 
:by· a computer. Howev.er, the question one sho11l<i ask first is not 
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whether a computer can be used but rather is it economically · 
:feasible to do so. While the cost of the computer may be a 
fraction of the system cost, programming time can be expensive 
and applications that can readily be solved by other means may 
better be done by these means. 
~- ·In order to understand the economic motivations that led to the 
. - . I , 
" development of the computer controlled transistor tester to be 
discussed in this paper, it is necessary to present a short history 
of the evolution of transistor testing. 
The advent of the transistor, while creating a revolution in the 
electronics industry, has also created maey changes in the test 
equipme.nt designer' s philosophy toward testing. Constant 
improvements in semiconductor technology ~,ith emphasis toward 
micro-electronics devices has forced the designer to constant~ 
change his design approaches. 
., 
Iil the early days of transistor testing when production was at 
mod.est levels a test set of the semi-automatic tyPe performed the 
job quite satisfactorily. The procedures consisted of operating 
I 
switches which controlled measurement circuits while bias currents 
and voltages were adjusted with the use of panel meters • The 
test result was displayed on a centrally located panel meter and 
was often determined by.the speed at which the needle moved~ 
Such equipment· usual.l.1 tested up to 10 parameters at rates of 
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200-500 per hour. 
As production levels increased and testing technology improved, 
... 
test equipment employing a modular in-line approach l1as developed. 
'?ransistors were transported from one test station to another 
where paralleled individual go-no-go tests were made. The test 
results were stored in an electro-mechanical memory transported 
along with the transistor under test. After passing through the 
test stations the associated memory was interrogated and the 
transistor sorted into various categories. Systems like these 
achieved testing rates up to l8oo uni ts per hour. The greatest 
drawback of this equipment was .its size and mechanical complexity. 
Iii addition, the necessity of a memory and the inability to 
continuously monitor its performance necessitated frequent 
"standard" checks. 
As transistor technology progressed and more stabl.e electrical. 
devices were obtained. (such as the planar transistor) it became 
poss~ble to look into other approaches to the design of test 
J 
,equipnent. - One such approach is the sequential testing technique. 
In this method instead of transporting the device from one test 
station to another (as in the in-line approach) the device remains 
stationary and a series of' tests are sequentially performed on the 
device. Thus· it is possible to completely test a device in less 
than one second with individual tests taking 20 milliseconds 
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or less. In addition to testing speed, programming flexibility 
was increased through the use of thumb-wheel switches which pro-
grammed the type of test, bias conditions, test limits and sorting 
requireme~ts for categorizing of the devices. Data producing and 
tape programmed versions of this equipment provided other necessary 
variations for production controls. With the introduction of 
automatic feeders and sorters, it became possible to increa_se 
production testing levels from 18oo per hour to levels now 
exceeding 36oo per hour. 
' 
. In this continuai evolution of semiconductor testing technology, 
the advent of the small, low-cost, general-purpose digital 
computer offers new and interesting possibilities as an on-line 
·control element of high speed automatic test equipment. The 
next section of this paper will discuss these. possibilities and 
the econom:J c feasibility of them. 
II. Advantages of a Computer Controlled System 
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· · Computers enable us· to do work, which has been done in the past 
either manually or by machines, more economically or more efficiently. 
In addition, and most important, the new systems open up 
potentialities for doing work which was quite impossible to do 
before. These qualities are the 'result of four general characteristics 
of digital computers, which are as follows: 
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(1) 
(2) 
• 
They are extremely fast. 
They are capable of performing long and complex 
sequences of operations automatically •. 
.. 
'1,, 
. ' 
, (3) They can store large amounts of information with 
rapid access to it. 
.· ,,· . ' 
(4) They are accurate. 
If any application can make efficient use of one or more of the 
above characteristics, then economic justification for a computer 
is possible·. 
~s a way of illustration, let us look at how the above advantages 
can be utilized to improve and extend the present sequential 
testing system discussed in the Introduction. We will first list 
the present charact~ristics of the test system and then indicate 
how by using a digital computer as the control element, significant 
~--~- -
improvements can be realized. 
(a) System Capacity 
.. 
' .. '' .. ·.·•·· :.- ' .· 
Present System - Limited to a fixed n1unber .arid sequence of 
tests. 
Computer System - Would expand the number of tests by at 
' 
least an order of ma.gnitude (20 to ~256). The sequence of 
-
tests can be altered depending on the previous test {or tests) 
I 
results to permit omitting, unnecessary tests. For example,· 
if the · device 11nder test can be classified as defective after 
test l _we can skip right to the end without performing 
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unnecessary time consum:f ng tests. This makes use of advantages 
(1), (2) and (3) • 
. (b) System Checkout ( Calibration) 
. Present System - System checkout is performed every shift by 
the use of selected standards. In addition, operator judgement 
is required to detect any trend in testing exhibited by the 
test system • 
Computer . System - Computer can direct the test system to 
automatically test standards at predetermined intervals-to. 
specified tolerances and shut down the system if a mal-
function is detected. This utilizes all four of the previous 
listed computer advantages. 
( c) Prograumd Dg 
-
Present System - Present system requires manual programming 
of nearly 6oo switches in the initial set-up and is of course 
subject to human error • 
Computer System - System is automatically programmed with 
. punched tapes or cards, eliminating h11man error and reduc1ng 
set-up time •. In addition control of the test system is no 
longer le:f't to the discrimination of the operator but is 
entirely in the control of the computer. Her~ agatn all four 
advantages of the computer are utilized. 
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·(d) Testing Speed· 
Present System - Testing Speed is determined by the number 
of tests and their individual test times. 
Computer System - Testing speed will be increased since 
branching and skipping to other tests can be accomplished 
based on previous test results. This makes use of computer 
1:- '. 
advantages (2) and (3). 
( e) Obsolescence . 
Present System - System is designed . around present testing 
requirenents. Modification to update the test system requires 
time consuming hardware modifications. 
Computer System - Offers much more versatill ty reducing the 
chances of obsolescence. Changes in system requirements can 
often by accomplished through software rather than hardware 
:i changes. This utilizes computer advantages (2) and (3). 
.. ~ 
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(t) Computation 
Present System· - High speed testing is all go/rio-go with no 
data computation. 
Computer System - Some lim:f ted data can be made available in 
the "on-line"· status. Detailed data analysis is possible if 
I 
the computer is reprogrammed; however, high speed testing 
could be limited by the de~ee of da~ generation requirements • 
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(s) Multiplexing 
.. 
Present System - Not available. 
Computer System - Control of other similar test systems with 
one· comput.er is a definite possibility, thus reducing costs 
ot other systems. 
"" ·, 
(h) Cost - ... '/" 
• The hardware costs remain about the same; however, the 
d 
computer system increases initial cost due to the required 
additional engineering and programro:fng. 
The preceding points should clearly indicate why a computer 
controlled test system was selected and how the basic advantages 
of the computer can be utilized. Of course, one might argue that 
some of these points can be accomplished in basic hardware design; 
however, the time and cost required to implement them must preclude 
this approach. 
:j.· 
III. System Requirements 
U a system application can be expressed in terms ot a sequence of 
mathematical operations, it can be· controlled through the use of a 
· computer. It must then be analyzed in terms of component processes 
and these processes expressed in a form suitable for execution by 
. the ,elected computer. 
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Since a computer cannot make decisions on 1 ts'· own, a · c\lmputer 
program must be explicit in all its aspects with every possible 
alternative allowed for. For this reason it is first necessary 
to clearly define the system's requirements. While each computer 
'' 
application is unique unto itself, it is possible to establish 
sane basic guidelines in formulating the system's requirements. 
These guidelines co11J d be as f'ollows: 
(l) Type of data to be processed and its for.DBt 
(2) Statement of avaiiable information 
(3) Statement of information wanted 
(4) Degree of accuracy required 
(5) If applicable, how the results are to control the 
system 
(6) Input and output mediums 
(7) Miscellaneous information, such as number of functions 
required, priorities, type of hardware (if ,known), system 
block diagram, etc. 
The system requirements co11J1d no doubt be more easi~ defined it 
one had a knowledge of computers and programming. However, it 
might tend to prejudice one in the selection of a computer. The 
requirements should· the ref ore be defined with little thought as to 
the computer to be used. Section IV of this paper will cover in 
detail the selection of a computer • 
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As a means of illustration let us now define the system 
requirements of the computer controlled transistor tester using 
the proposed guidelines • First let us define our overall 
objective: To_develop an automatic system :f'or the high speed 
testing of transistors, employing a high speed loader/sorter and 
using as the basic control element a digital c.omputer. 
(1) Data Format - Data can be accepted by computer assembler 
programs in various forms such as : octal or decimal 
integers, fixed-point numbers, floating-point numbers 
and alphant1meric information. In our system a fixed-
point octal form with an optional decimal-to-octal 
compiler was chosen. The arrangement of the data is _ 
flexible and will be determined upon computer selection. 
(2) Input Information - The system must be capable ot 
accepting the following: 
-:;;:_...... -. ,. ' - -
' .::, 
(a) Types of tests - Twenty-eight different tests -
5 bits required for definition 
(b) Bias A Magnitude - Three digits,·8-'°-2-1 BCD 
. ( 
'i 
code - 12 bits required 
(c) Bias A Range - Eight Ranges, 3 bits required 
(d) Bias B Magnitude - Same as bias A 
(e) 
(f) 
(g) 
',·-; 
. . . . ' . 
r:. ',',, 
Bias B Range - Same as bias A 
Test Limits (up to six/test) - 12 bits required 
Test IJ.mi t Range - Six bi ts required 
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{g) Coding information for up.to seven transistor 
types - 6 bits required 
(3) .. putput InforDBtion - The system must provide data (go/no-
go)· to the automatic sorter for proper sorting of the 
devices • Three bi ts are required to define the types of 
transistors. Data print-out at.selected times .is con-
sidered an optional feature. Since there will be no mas·s · 
transfer of data, no data break procedure is required 
other than a program interrupt feature. 
(4) Accuracy - ibis is basically hardware limited. Twelve 
bi ts will be required for go-no go decisions. 
(5) System Controls - ~sting sequence sho11ld be determined 
by previous test results. The canputer, test hardware, 
and loader/sorter should comprise a closed-loop system 
integrated within the program interrupt feature. 
(6) Input-Output Medi11ms - A Teletype machine was chosen since 
it is standard with most small computer systems. Card 
readers and punches are also available and may be more 
desirable if off-line computations are made. 
· ... :1. (7). Miscellaneous - Any items that might effect the seiection 
.of_ a computer should be listed here.· For example: (a) 
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number of ditterent tests and total desired (b) hard.ware 
provides analog output requiring AD conversion ( c) Manual 
system for .bypassing computer in system checkout. The 
test system's block diagram could be included here; however, 
it w:i.U be presented in a later section of this paper • 
. 
The preceeding requirements listed, encompass all the known require-
ments which would have a direct effect on the computer selection to 
be discussed in the next section. Those requirements of a hardware 
mtture external to the computer need not be included. 
IV.· Computer Selection 
So far·we have tried to show the basic reasons for using a computer, 
their advantages and why their usage mu.st be clearly defined. 
Now we come to one of the most important phases of a computer 
controlled system, the actual selection of the computer. Since we 
are talking of "on-line" applications we will restrict ourselves 
to low cost, general purpose, digital computers. This type of 
computer consists basically of five sections as shown in Figure 1. 
Inl!:!t Section - This section accepts the input data required in 
the system application. The data input must be in a fo~ that the 
computer can 11nder~tand. Typical input units are punched-card 
recorders, tape readers· (paper or magnetic), and keyboards, such 
as Teletype machines. ibese input 11n1 ts are usually slower in • 
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operation that the rest of the computer, making it necessary to· 
store unworked or partially processed data in the memory section. 
Memory Section - All information that enters or leaves the computer 
passes through this section ... In the solution of a complex problem 
it must first retain the steps for solution and the initial input 
·· .. :··data and later, the intermediate and final results. Presently, 
most digital computers of the on-line type employ magnetic-core 
memories. 
Ari tbmetic Section - This section performs all ma.thematical 
calc11Jations upon receiving instructions from the control 11n1t. 
These calc11lations are of necessity relatively simple since there 
are no direct provisions for complex mathematical calc11Jations. 
For example multiplication is performed by the use of a simple 
.. 
subroutine which employs the basic computer instructions. Inputs 
are received from memory and ·the results transferred back to memory. 
Output Section - The output section accepts the final results from 
memory and translates them from machine code to a form acceptable 
by the system. Com.on forms of output 11nits are card punches, 
magnetic-tape writers, and paper-tape punches and printers such as 
a Tel.etype . machine • 
., : ' 
...,,:_ -
.. ~ 
Control Section - 91:1 s section actuates the other sections and , 
controls the data flow between them. Basically, it accepts the 
· prob1em and directs the.order of operation. 
·:,·,, .• ... ,, 
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· .. . With this brief description of a digital computer as background 
· let us proceed to the discussion of the specific criteria we 
should look for when selecting such a computer. This criteria 
shou1d.include the following: 
(1) Basic Specifications 
(a) Instruction Repertoire _. 
(b) Word length 
(c) Speed 
, . 
(d) Memory Size 
. \· 
(e) -cost & physical size 
. (2) Peripherals Available 
.(3) Interface System 
(4) Maintenance 
(5) Software Packages 
(a) Types of Assemblers/Compilers 
(b) Library of Routines 
(c) Extended Operation 
Let us now go b~ck and analyze this listing in detail, first from 
a general standpoint.and secondly with an illustration of how it 
affects our specific system. 
_, (1) · Basic Instructions 
f , 
(a) Instruction Repertoire - The instructions associated 
with a computer can be classified by the type of 
operation perforined. Such as arithmetic, data-moving, 
' ··,_ . ...:....•- .. 
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decision, indexing and input-output instructions. 
. ' 
' . Arithmetic instructions of course perform such ' I ·, , 
operations as addition, subtraction, multiplication · 
and division. These latter two are sometimes 
accomplished through software and sometimes through 
, op~ional hardware. Data-moving instru:ctions move 
:p.umbers between registers in the arithmetic and memory 
sections. Such instructions as "Store" or 11Deposit" 
would be classified as data-moving. Decision Instructions 
cause a change in control if certain decisions are met. 
Exampl.es of this would be skip on positive, negative or 
zero numbers. Indexing instructions provide automatic 
· indexing of problem variables. Input-output instructions 
permit transfer of information between the computer memory 
and the input-output equipment. Since all computers 
contain these basic instructions to some degree or another, 
the designer must determine the degree. needed. Since this 
cannot easily be determined until development of the 
actual software, a comparison check ot instruction reper-
toires should suffice at this point. Most programs can 
be written around the basic instruction repertoires of 
all the commercially competitive digital computers w1 th 
some sacrifice in speed. If speed and complex mathe-
matical operations are required, then these instructions 
should be closely studied. In our partic1il ar application, . 
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the system requirement co11l4 be handled through the 
basic instructions common to most machines and the 
speed was device-l:Jm:ited rather than syst.em-limited. 
(b) Word Length - This speci.fies the number of digits the 
computer can treat as a 11n1t. The words are transferred 
to or from the computer through a register used in 
C, 
arithmetic or logic operations, called the Accumulator. 
The system requirements should clearly define the mximu.m 
word size anticipated. For example we require a 8-4-2-1 
BCD number to the octal base for power supply programming. 
Thus.a minimum J2 bit word is required in our application. 
A smaller word size could be used if multiple word 
progra.mmi ng is employed. 
( c) Speed - This is usually specified as the cycle_ time of 
the computer~- Most instructions are usually executed in 
one or two cycles, however, specific functions such as 
multiplication or division can require a large number of 
machine cycles if accomplished through sequential addition 
or subtraction. Here again the criteria is dependent on 
the nature of the application. Experienced prograunners 
DBY accomplish a given operation with a slower computer_ 
in the same amount of time an inexperienced programmer 
. can vi th a faster machine. Conversely, future require-
ments may necessitate a faster computer, In general., 
-
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it is usuaJ4,'/ecided by economic conditions. We 
decided on a machine with a 1.5 microsecond time rather 
1ban one an order of magnitude slower even though the 
slower one. could also· do the job. OUr decision 'tvas based 
an the fact that future plans would necessitate a number 
of mathematical calculations and possible multiplexing 
, • . i, 
• # • 
of other systems which the slower computer would not 
permit •. In general, speed simplifies programming in that 
it allows the development of simpler but less efficient 
programs. 
(d) Memory Size - This indicates the maximum n1..unber of words, 
containing a specified . number of bi ts, that can be stored 
. ,;. 
1 ,,. 
... 
in memory. · Most small digital computers have standardized 
on 4,096 words as the basic size. It should be remembered, 
~·----however, that the word length can and does vary with 
computers. Magnetic cores are used almost exclusively as 
the memory element and is the single most factor in : 
limiting computer speed. . The memory size required in a 
system application is of course dependent on the program 
length and complexity. In general, 4K should su:ffice for 
inost system applications provided data generation is kept 
low. Our system will use approximately two-thirds of the 
available 4K. Most small computers are availab~e with 
extended memory options so that it can be-added later if 
the need is greater than anticipated . 
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·. ( e) Cost & Physical Size - The cost and physical size are 
directly related to the preceeding specifications. The 
cost can vary anywhere from several thousand dollars 
upwards to $35 ,ooo. Above this figure you begin to 
approach an area where it might no longer be classified 
in the small general purpose digital computer class • 
' I Sizes usually run from l cubic foot up to several ·cubic 
feet. Peripheral equipment ol'ten exceeds the size of the . 
computer. 
Peripherals - The number of peripheral options available with 
a computer should be carefully considered in the selection of 
the computer. Even though present requirements may not 
indicate the need for-special options, future requirements may. 
It is best to be sure the selected computer can provide a 
variety of optional peripheral equipment. Examples of such 
peripherals are as follows: 
(a) Program Interrupt System - Provides automatic change in 
program flow as a result of some condition arising in 
the data processing system. 
(b) ·High Speed Data Break - Permits rapid transfer of infor-. 
mation through such faculties as magnetic tapes and 
drums • This is most important when transferring large·. 
quantities of data. 
(c) E!Xtended Memory - as previously described 
•· 
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• · (d) card or Paper Type printers and punches 
.. (e) Analog - to. Digital Converters - Permits conversion of ' ,,----
analog information to digital information acceptabfe 
by the computer. · · 
· ) 
(f) Input-Output Channels - Number of channels available 
for interfacing with input-output devices. 
(g) Power Failure Provision - Although core mory will 
- retain its information during power failure, active 
registers in the computer mEly loose their inf'ormtion. · 
This option restores the contents of these registers 
when power returns. This may be important if the 
application contains critical processes. 
'l'he preceeding lists contain :some of the more important 
options that my be considered when selecting the computer. 
There are many other options of a more ·specialized nature 
which are not listed here, SU! h as cathode ray displays, 
incremental plotters, etc. 
(3) Interface System - The system designer is naturally prins.rily 
concerned with how the computer will interface with the 
elements of the system he is trying to control. Since each 
computer usually has its own tinique interface system, this' -
may well be one of the primary points in the selection of a 
canputer. For instance, one company markets a digi ta1 
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computer which is primarily designed for interfacing to a 
variety of instrumentation of their own design. If one were 
interfacing to a number of their instruments it would 
obviously be the computer to select; however, it does not 
have a good general purpose interface system and presents 
man.y problems in interfacing __ to other than their equipment. 
' \ 
~-
The designer must therefore clearly know his system require-
' 
. 
ments and select a computer with an interface system that· 
/ 
will meet these requirements. Interface systems can be 
expensive and a thorough understanding of them is essential 
before a computer is selected • 
. ( 4) . Maintenance Record - In a system that employs a computer as 
\_. '. 
control element whether it be for the testing of transistors 
or what have you, its reliability will only be no better than 
the computer that is controlling that system. Therefore, it 
is recommended that a computer with proven reliability be 
selected. Maey new computers are being introduced to the 
market but unless one has an extremely qualified maintenance 
group it is best to select one of the more established 
computers. M9.intenance -en computers can b.e quite complex and 
0down time 11 on high level production lines is quite expensive. 
In addition maintenance routines should be thoroughly documented 
and backed with training courses. 
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· (5) Software· Packages - All computers come with various software. 
packages. These are supplied as an aid to the progranuner 
..... ~ 
and should be considered in the selection of a computer. 
Emmples of such software are as follows: 
(a) .Assembler.- This transiates symbolic instructions into 
nachine code and is available with all computers. 
Some computers however offer more than one assembler_ · 
for different types of programm:Jng functions.· 
(b) Compiler - This is a translating program that converts 
special instructions, such as algebraic formulas into 
machine language. A typical example would be the 
Fortran Compiler. Thus, if one is planning to program 
\ 
'-
in Fortran he should bes~~ a Fortran compiler is 
available with the computer. 
(c) Debugging & Editor Programs - These permit on-line 
monitoring,editing and correction of programs. 
(d) Floating Point - Permits calc11Jations wherein a number 
is written by specifying its sign, co-efficient and the 
exponent to which the base is raised. Most small-scale 
computers are basically fixed point. 
(e) Mathematical Functions - Allows operations such as 
square root, sine cosine, natural logarithmR and 
exponentials. 
(f) Maintenance Program - ibese programs when loaded into 
' '',; 
., 
' . . .~ 
the canputer provide diagnostic information which may 
facilitate maintenance of the computer. 
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· .. ··_,(s) "") -Library of Routines - A number of standard routines 
· . my be .available with computer. These can in some 
. .cases reduce the programmjng work if they can be 
incorporated into the program being written. 
In this section we have tried to give some general criteria 
that should be used in the selection of a computer. Based 
on this criteria and the system requirements of Section III 
it should be possible to make a computer selection at thi~. 
time, before· the development of the actual software _program. 
V. Hardware Design 
The hardware design is dictated by the environment to be 
controlled and is of a consequence 11nique to that environment 
or system. Therefore, this section will. discuss some general 
philosophy basic to computer system hardware design and follow 
this with an illustrative example of the transistor test system. 
Furthermore, only a real-time on-line computer system will be 
considered. That is, a computer system which controls a system 
by receiving data from the source, processing it and returning 
the results quickly enough to affect the functioning of the 
. . 
system at that time. Q 
.... 
In the design of a computer controlled system, one of the first 
· problems enoountered is the hardware versus software decision. 
1' 
One must decide to what degree each is to be utilized. Obviouaq, 
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· · . to minimize the. hardware and maximize the software or progre1und ng 
) 
-is not the best solution, nor is the converse. The designer must 
obtain sane balance between each and .still retain a maximwn amount 
of flexibility and software control of the system. This is not 
easy to achieve; however, the following points are offered as one 
approach to this problem. 
(l) List all the basic functions to·be performed in the system • 
. 
If this is a redesign of an existing system it could be simp.cy 
a listing of all the functions or operations of the existing 
system. If it is a new system a listing of the system 
requirements in terms of specific operations would be adequate. 
(2) Ana~ze the list to insure all the functions can be controlled 
through a series of simple mathematical and logical operations. 
(3) Segment into individual functions am list in detail the 
controls required. Try to minimize hardware interactions 
between functions so that progra:mm:I ng control of these 
functions can be as explicit as possible. 
(4) Analyze the lists of (1) & (3) to determine what can best be 
accomplished through hardware and software. Most programming, 
deci~ion making am memory hardware can be transferred to the 
computer thereby greatly reducing system hardware. 
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· (5) · An optional but certainly desirable feature of the hardware 
would be a computer by'"'.'pass system. This could be·a· rela-· 
tively simple addition for limited system hardware checkout 
without the computer.. It aids in the prove-in of the syste~ 
hardware and is a useful maintenance feature. In addition, 
f'-
visual indications of all ·computer output transfers are 
~- ' 
advisable for system check-out. .. ... 
. ,.: . 
(6) It special computer peripherals, other than that norms.~ 
supplied, are required they should be incorporated into the· 
system design at this time. Such equipment is usually 
interfaced 4irectly with the computer. 
(7) From the preceeding steps it sho11ld be now possible to 
; 
' 
-
(8) 
construct a complete system in block diagram form. With 
this completed the actual design or development of the 
- -
system hardware can be 11ndertaken. 
The hardware design can also be augmented with the use of a 
I ( 
\J 
system flowchart. It presents a graphical ~epresentation of 
I 
I 
the sequence of operations performed in the system and if 
.. 
sufficiently detailed aids in the software programming. An 
example of flowcharting will be given in the illustrative 
. example, immediately following. 
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~ illustrate the preceeding points let us analyze how the 
present sequential transistor test equipment (discussed in the 
Introduction) would make a parameter measurement. Figure 2, 
> illustrates a simplified circuit for measuring VCE(S!\T) on a 
transistor. 
l 
From Figure 2 it ·can be seen that power supp~ A (PSA) is required 
to supply a specified Ib and power supply B (PSB) a specific Ic. 
The test results are applied to the voltage detector and then 
compared in a voltage comparator circuit to the test limit and the 
results stored in memory. Listing what was required to make this 
neasurem.ent: 
l. Program P.S.A. - Both magnitude and range · 
2. Program P. S. B. - Both magn:l. tude and range ( current or 
voltage in some cases) · 
3. Voltage Detector with variable range to scale the analog 
voltage output. 
4. Comparison of results with limits. 
5. Means of storing results. 
Bow assume it was necessary to mke a variety of different tests 
with different bias application times and, at the completion of all 
these tests,· sunurerize the total results. Again listing what wou.ld 
be necessary to perform th_ese requirements and continuing from 
~ . above, 
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·. 6. Means for progranmling various test configurations. 
7. Timing Circuits 
· 8. Summarization circuits 
.· This constitutes a fairlY comp1ete listing of the bard.ware 
requirements of the present programmable testing system. Two 
I.\ . 
addition~l options, not essential but certain]J," desirable, are 
as :follows: 
·/ 
9. High Speed - IJ:,ader/Sorter (transistor handl.er) 
10. Data Generation 
Now it is possible to analyze the hardware requirements and 
determine what can best be accomplished through the computer 
and its associated hardware. 
1 & 2. Power Supply Programming - If programmable supplies 
employing remote resistor programming are used, the 
hardware must supply the means for selecting the 
resistors; however, the computer can supply the 
intelligence for selecting the proper resistors. 
3. Voltage Detector Ranging - As above, the hardware can 
supply the means for selecting the ranges with the 
computer supplying the data. 
4. Test Result Comparison - The hardware for this function 
can be canpletely eliminated, and the test ~esults 
compared to digital limits stored in memory. An 
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·analog-digital converter is. required, however to convert 
the analog test results to digital data accepta'ble by the 
computer. 
5. sto~ng of· results . - Tbifl is readily accomplished in 
computer memory. 
0 
: 6. Test Circuit Configurations - · The hard.ware would contain 
prewired test circuit configurations with the computer 
providing the means for selecting the desired configuration. 
This compromise reduces progra;rrmdng since there is no need 
to program circuit components. 
7. Timing Circuits - This can be accomplished with a real-time 
clock in the computer inter.face and thereby completely 
eliminating timing circuits in the test set hardwa:re. 
8. Sumnarization Circuits - No need for hardware. The computer 
can store and sequentially analyze the results after each 
test, thus presenting a decision innnediately upon completion 
of the last test • 
9. High Speed - Loader/ Sorter - This ha.rdware would obv~ously 
be required, but its control would be by the computer in 
a closed loop system. 
10. Data Generation - In present equipment, separate hardware 
and a read-out device is required. In a computer controlled 
system, the existence of a Teletype ~m:f t and the ability for 
data storage and manip1ll.ation in the computer perm:1 ts data 
generation with no hardware cost • 
. 28. 
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·. From the preceeding analysis it. is now possible to construct in 
block diagram from the basic computer-controlled test system. 
Refer to figure 3. 
F1gure·3 shows how the previous items could be integrated into 
the system. The test circuit module, l1hile providing the means 
for selecting various circuit configurations, would also provide 
the circuits for the voltage detector range programming. ibe 
patchboard provides the means for klterconnecting the interface and 
test hardware modules. The relay power supply module provides power 
to reed relays used extensively in the hardware. 
The indicator module is a ver:, important inclusion to the system 
with a two-fold purpose. First, it provides by the use of thumb-
wheel switches and a digital voltmeter, a means o:f manually 
prograDKD1ng the system for a quick checkout of the system hardware. 
Thus, in the advent of system failure, the problem can be quickly 
isolated to either the hardware or computer. Secondly, the indicator 
lights provide a visual indication of all computer output transfers 
to the associated test set hardware. For this prototype system, 
both of these features are considered very essential. 
The computer interface is, of course, 11n:f que to the computer 
selected. In the system 11nder development cauanercial modules are 
· used for the interface to the computer. The interface is 
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essentially a series of flip-flops and gates which are set by 
. 
the computer as it runs through its program. They in turn operate. 
,, 
,; 
relay drivers which operate selected reed relays in the test 
circuit hardware. 
Figure .4, is the system flowchart and represents a graphical. 
analysis of the sequence of operations performed in the system • 
. In ·the developme:p.t of the actual software each section or block 
should be broken down into an individual flowchart. 
The program initializes the test conditions and t1me. The system 
clock and loader are then started and the computer enters a wait 
loop where it remains until either the clock, loader/sorter, key 
board or Teletypewriter (peripheral devices) request service. 
When an interrupt occurs, the program enters the program interrupt 
(P.I.) loop and transfers control to the peripheral device that 
initiated the interrupt, services it, and then returns to the wait 
loop. A typical sequence of events might be as follows: 
1. Receive P.I. from loader/sorter 
2. Shut-off loader and proceed to set up Test #1. 
3. Receive clock pulses ( at 10 millisecond intervals). 
4. After receiving required number of clock pulses : ( End of test) 
a. Convert analog reading to digital 
b. Make digital comparison with test limit or.limits 
·stored in computer memory. 
.c. Shut down test 
i .. 
... 
. ,, 
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d. Making binning decision 
' . 
. .. . 
e. :Make next ·test decision after binn1ng decision •. 
5. After next clock pulse set up next test (10 millisecond· 
between tests) • · · 
· 6. Repeat steps 3, · 4, 5 until final test is couipleted. Then 
proceed to an exit routine. 
7. In exit routine, binning information is provided to the 
'/ 
sorter, and the loader is started thus ejecting the transistor 
into the proper bin. 
8. Wait for step (l.) and repeat sequence for each transistor 
tested. 
Periodically, this normal sequence of testing would · be interrupted, 
and the two internal. standard devices tested, and their readings 
compared to tolerances. Deviations from these tolerances would 
cause automatic system shut-down and diagnostic message print-out • 
• 
Interface Szstem 
The system interface provides the means for transferring infor-
mation between the comp~ter and the systems peripheral equipment. 
Transfers controlled by the computer, as a result of its stored 
programs, are often called programmed data transfers. Transf'ers 
made at times controlled by the peripheral devices through data 
break facilities are referred to as data break transfers. 
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The majority of I/0 transfers occur under c·ontrol of the computer 
program. Al.though these transfers are much slower than data break 
)';' 
transfers, in terms of real time they are well beyond that required 
_f9r process control instrumentation._ In addition, the interface 
for devices using prograDD'.Ded data transfers are usuall;y' much simpler 
and less expensive than those of data. break transfers. Using pro-
grammed data transfer facil.ities, simultaneous operation of peri-
. ' 
pherals is limited only by the relative speed.of the computer with 
respect to the peripheral speeds, and the search time required to 
. 
. 
determine the device requesting service. Analog-to-digital converters, 
line printers, and relay control systems are typical equipment using 
only programmed data transfers. 
Urgent requirements for programmed data transfers or control 
functions by peripheral equipment can be satisfied through the use 
of a program interrupt facility. This allows a peripheral device 
to cause the main program to be interrupted and a subroutine to be 
initiated to service the interrupting device. Use of the program 
interrupt simplifies basic programming by eliminating the need for 
periodic checking of external peripherals. It enables the peri-
pherals t~emselves to request computer service. 
Peripheral devices which operate at very high speed or ~hich 
require rapid response from the computer must use a data break 
facility of some sort. This facility permits an external device 
to insert or extract words from computer core memory usually by-
32. 
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. ·.· .passing all program control log~c. Data breaks are used when 
. 
mass transfers of data in block form is required.· Typical 
examples of such peripherals are high-speed magnetic tape systems, 
high-speed drum memories, or CRT display systems containing memory·· 
elements. 
The interface design for programed data transfers is, of oourse, 
dependent on the computer selected and therefore must be compatable 
with it. While it may be unique to the computer there are certain 
procedures which should aid in the design of most computer interfaces. 
....• 
'1- • 
(1). Segment the interface into the individual system 
functions - Determine the i~ividual system functions 
(Sec. V - Hardware Design) and develop the required 
interface for each. It should be possible, in most 
cases, to design the interface for each function 
~ndependently of the other system functions. 
(2) Develop the interface for each sequential function -
' .. 
~ 
Once the interface bas been segmented develop the 
circuitry required for each function based on the system 
t 
requirements as outlined in section III. 
(a) Number of bits/function - Determine the number/ of 
bits required in a programmed data transfer to· 
result in the desired functl. on. 
(b) Word assignment of bits - Decide 1:f different system 
functions are to be controlled from the same word 
transfer. Make these words and bi ts assignments at 
this t1me. 
. '
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.· (c) ,. Sequence of Words - Determine the sequence ot data 
transfer words necessary for proper overall system 
operation. Cross check this sequence with the bit 
assignments of (a) for any system timing problems • 
(d) Circuitry Required - Design the necessary circuits to· 
provide the necessary individual programmed data 
transfers. This circuitry usually consists of 
. 
combinations of flip-flops, gates, counters, relay-
drivers and the like. '!'his design is often simplified 
by the availabil.ity from the computer manufacture of 
circuit modules specifically designed for interfacing 
to their computer. It then reduces to a design of the 
. necessary logic functions for the sequential interfaces. 
(3) Program Interrupt - This portion of the interface is somewhat 
different in that it must signal an interrupt of the computer 
program before a data transfer can occur. It is therefore 
necessary for the interface to provide the appropriate signal 
to the interrupt bus of the computer. Upon receiving the 
interrupt signal the computer will determine what.device, if 
mo;t9e than one is on the interrupt bus, is a calling :for service 
and proceed to service this device through a subrouti~e in the 
program. Cirelli try must be designed to provide not ollzy the 
_program interrup~ but also an· indication of what device.cause 
the program int~rrupt. ' Typical examples of program interrupt 
devices are real time clocks and relay closures ( usually 
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· buttered through the .interface vi th Schmidt triggers all.d 
.flip-flops.) 
· (4) Special Interfaces - At this time the designer should include 
. any special interface. An example of this might be echo-
checking. This permits the interface system to receive a 
programmed data transfer and return it to the computer for 
che·cking against the original data transfer word. Thus an 
improper transfer can then be detected and the system halted. 
This allows automatic checking o:f the interface. Since 
. ( 
additional circuitry is required it can be expensive if used 
extensively. It is quite useful if there are certain critical 
data transfers that must be checked. 
(5) Data Break Interface - Since this is un1que to the computer 
selected it will suffice to say only that these interfaces are 
more expensive and involved than the programmed data transfer 
interface . They are usually supplied by the computer manu-
facture along with the data break facility. 
(6) Integration of System Interface - It should now.be possible 
to integrate all the interface features into a complete system 
so that the data transfers can be ma.de to and from the computer. 
Input and output transfers usually enter and leave the computer 
on separate lines and should be wired accordingly. 
'I 
~t this point, .an iUustrative example of how a programmed data 
transfer might be etf'ected should prove worthwhile. Figure 5 is the . 
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logic diagram for selecting one of 32 points with a program
med 
data output transfer.. Assume a point in the program
 has been 
reached where it is necessary to select f ne of 32 points. 
This 
w1l1 require 5 bits since 25 = 32. 
accumulator has present the data 00011 is in the fi
rst five bits.· 
Coded information from the stored program first actuate
s the device 
sel.ector. It in turn clears all the flip-fl.ops associa
ted with 
accumulator and then strobes in the data transfer wo
rd. The one's, 
present in the word, set the associated flip-flops. 
ibese in turn , 
drive the binary to octal decoders providing an outpu
t signal on 
only· one of the 32 lines. This signal operates a relay d
river 
permitting a relay or group of relays in the hardwar
e system to 
operate. Thus, the necessary -~ransfer of information h
as been 
accomplished. By changing the five bit combination 
anyone of the 
32 points can be selected. The remaining portion of the w
ord can 
be used for other data transfers which can be strobed in
dependently 
of the first five bits if so desired. 
. VII. . Software 
.. 
The previous sections :tiave considered system requiremen
ts, the 
selection of computer, the design of the system hardw
are and the 
computer interface. Certainly the key to the succe
ssful integration 
of these into a workabie system lies in the software or
 programming. 
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Despite any attempt to classify computer programs, they are to· 
all extent unique. Many programs have similar! ties to one another, 
especially if they so1ve. similar problems, but each has its own 
distinguishing features. Variations among .computers also exist, 
b~t to a lesser extent. 
The basics in computer organjzation and language can be character-
ized, but to characterize programming is much more difficult. 
Individual problems can be solved in mal\V ways all of which may be 
equally correct. Therefore it is possible to present only some 
general. principles which may be useful in the development or-the 
system software • 
Initially and foremost the 
fam1llar with the ava.ilable computer instructions. This is best 
done by writing simple programs and running them on the computer. 
These programs need not be related to the problem at hand but should 
be designed to implement as many different·1nstructions as possible. 
In the development of the system software some general rules iDay be 
useful for selecting the proper method of solution. They are as 
follows: 
' I 
( 1) Use methods suited to existing assemblers or compilers. 
For example, if using Fortran be sure it is compatible 
w1 th· the Fortran compiler of the computer • 
. . 
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(2) Use existing subroutines when possible. Tb.is reduces· 
the programm:i~ and debugging time. 
· (3) Repetitious methods should be expressed in terms ot. sub-
scripts or pointers so that the automatic indexing 
:features of the computer can be utilized. 
(4) The program should not generate large quantities of 
intermediate results since memory size is limited. 
(5) !lhe solution should not rely on extreme accuracy of 
calc11Jation. This is not to imp]Jr that computers are 
not accurate, it simply' means that accuracy is a function 
of word size which is limited. 
(6) Segment the method of solution into parts of sub-
routines that can be individually programmed and checked. 
(7) Identify chronological sequences and consider them 
individual.l.y. 
(8) Identify frequent operations scattered throughout.the 
program and develop them into subroutines • 
(9) Document al.l segments and interconnections. This is much 
easier to do as the software is being developed than at a 
later date when it may not be as obvious. 
( 10) Flow chart all segments. This may be considered optional 
it the program is fully documented; however, it is a 
definite aid in the understanding of the program and 
especially to another person not familiar with the program. 
' 
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· . · · · . · (U) Initialize all segments so· that they may be entered more ; · 
than once without affecting the results • 
. In addition to selecting a method·of solution a programmer will 
usually also have some primary objectives in mind. Several of 
these primary objectives in program writing might be as follows: 
(l) Minimize lbmn:ing Time - It is often desirable to reduce 
the running time of a program so that the system 
objective can be achieved in a shorter time .. This is 
Q 
best accomplished by first getting the program to work 
and then editing the program to reduce the running time. 
The following are examples of how running time can be 
decreased. 
(a) Frequently used subroutines should be shortened, 
thereby obtaining appreciable savings in time. 
(b) If memory space permits, use the table-look-up 
technique rather than calculations. :some calcu-
lations can be time consuming and a table of values 
stored in memory can greatly reduce running time. 
( c) Minimize time cons11ming operations like multiplications 
which usually takes three to. five times as long as 
addition. 
.... (d) Reduce "bookkeeping" operationd in relation to useful 
~ operations. 
( 
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(2) Minimize Memory Space - In small computers memory space 
is usually limited, therefore it .is often essential to 
minimize the space a program may occupy in memory. A few 
examples of how this may .be accomplished are as follows: 
(a) Use closed subroutines whenever possible. If a 
(b) 
sequence of instructions is used many times through-
out the program it should be converted to a closed 
subroutine and used as needed, being stored only once 
in memory. It may require extra eff ore to transfer 
and control the information to and from the sub-
-routine but it will result in a substantial saving 
of memory. 
Sha.re sequences _in the main program. It the Jmain 
program contains several long sequence o1jinstructions 
which are similar in nature it may. be possible to 
combine the sequences by writing a single routine 
with additional initializing instructions. 
(3) Facilitate Debugging - Another primary objective may be 
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to facilitate the debugging of the program. Program 
segmentation as previously mentioned, allows the progrannner 
to determine and eliminate errors more readily' than 
programm:I ng all at once does. Other ways to facilitate 
debugging are these: 
(a) Store some intermediate results for later chet;k1ng. 
Later when the program has been completely debugged 
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.this.storillg can be remov~d the.space in 
memory ~llocated for other more important 
functions. 
(b) Incorporate error checks. As results are· 
computed, their magnitudes or quantity ·may be · 
checked. If an error is detected, a com.ent to 
that effect can be printed. 
( c)- · Document the program. Since many problems can be 
solved in a number of ways it is important that 
sequences be well documented if debugging~is to 
' - ... ~ ' - . ' 
be efficiently accomplished. In addition, it aids 
greatly in a later study of the program. 
(d) Organize or group the program. Arzy system is 
acceptable, provided like quantities are grouped. 
By grouping, ·it is possible to check the course 
of a program by a.glance at the group. 
(4) Flexibility - An additional objective may be to 
incorporate flexibility in the program. Though the 
present system requirements are well defined it is 
· wise to plan the program for future expansion or 
changes. Incorporating :flexibility may require more 
time and space initially, but if potential cha~s 
materialize, it will result in overall savings. 
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When a program is about to be _written, some thought should- be 
·given to the efficient use of available storage spaceo This 
problem is relatively simple if only the-available internal computer 
memory is required but can become quite complex if' auxilliary ~mory 
is used. Storage allocation ·can be considered in two general ways. 
The first approach and most common, is preplanned. This is where 
the allocation is determined as the program is assembled. . Space is 
allocated :for t;he main program, subroutines and data in an effort 
to minimize running time. In the dynamic approach, storage allocation 
is established during the running of the program, and is dependent on 
the data. This is usually used when memory space is limited but can 
be made adequate by dynamic shifting of memory space as a result of 
the data. 
In the development of the system software it is important to 
recognize that there exists in digital computers a set of instructions 
often called "logical instructions." These instructions are not 
concerned with the numericai values of the quantities in words 
but rather, with the ordered collection of bi ts within the word. 
These instructions permit the processing of individual portions of 
the computer word. They permit the packing and unpacking of words 
through the shifting of bits within a word and the masking of portions 
af words. For example, numbers may be packed by placing two or more 
in a word. If there are more numbers to· be stored in memory than 
there are words tor them, packing otters a solution provided the 
· -42. 
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numbers are small. enough. Numbers packed during a computer 
. program must be unpacked before they are used. Thus the 
shifting or rotating of bits within a word in conjunction with 
the masking of portions of words provides a very convenient 
method of packing and unpacking. This permits more efficient 
use of. memory space am :f'or the analysis . of alphan1nneric 
information. 
• l 
Once a program has been written it is the job of the assembler 
to convert the symbolic machine language in which it was written 
to binary machine language acceptable by the computer. · It is the 
function of the loader to assign the memory locations to the sequence 
of programs as they are loaded into memory. The loader is usually 
a routine which is independently loaded into memory. In addition 
to the address assignment, the loader al.so provides automatic 
linkage of main programs with the subroutines, relieving the 
programmer · of that responsibility. This provides a great convenience 
to the programmer : with out it, he would have to determine all sub-
routine entry points at the time he assembled the main program. 
Programs that are linked together, such as the main program and its 
subroutines, do not in generaly nake absolute references to one 
another. References are usually symbolic and information of this 
nature is required by the loader if linkage is to be affected. It 
is therefore necessary :f'or the assembler to provide some symbolic 
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information so that the loader can subsequently relate the programs. 
Some computers provide relocating loaderso This permits symbolic 
l 
language subroutines to be changed, reassembled, and loaded with 
"the· other subroutines, avoiding reassembzy of the entire symbolic 
program. 
Since data must be coded for acceptance by the . computer, it is 
rtimes convenient to develop an editor which will accept deciml 
1:flfornation and convert it to the necessary binary format of the 
computer. This is partic1ll.arl.y true if decimal to-BCD-to Binary 
coding is required. Such an editor was used in the transistor test 
system since many conversions were required. These editors can 
' 
become quite involved from a software standpoint and can cons1Jme so 
much memory that· they must be J.oaded separately. They have the 
advantage of "humanizing" the data input. That is to say, data can 
be supplied in an easily understood format (decimal) and transJ.ated 
by the editor into terms the computer can understand. The translated 
data, in the form of punched tape or cards can then be reloaded 
along with the main program. 
As previously·stated, the software is the key to a wor!table; 
computerized system and in most cases will require the major part 
of the engineering ettort. Since all programs are to t..lie most 
extent 11nique unto themselves, this section has been concerned with 
. 44. 
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general programming concepts rather than specific p:rograms. 
For a more detailed analysis, beyond the scope of this paper, 
refer to bibliography contained at the end of this paper. 
VIII. - -Conelusions 
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It was the intent of this paper to explain the advantages of 
on-line computer systems and to describe how such· systems might be 
conceived and constructed. Th~ material presented was based on the 
author's own experiences in designing such a sy~tem and in the 
sequence by which it was conceived and developed. Just as there 
are a variety of programming solutions to a specific problem 
others may find a more suitable approach to the development ot a 
specific on-line computer system. It is hoped that this paper will 
aid in the finding of this suitable approach. 
The on-line computer transistor test system discussed in this 
paper is now in f11l J production use and has displayed more 
versatility than any other test system previously used. It has 
achieved nearly all of our initial requirements such as: 
(1) Automatic maintenance checlting 
(2) Skipping of tests when a final decision is reached. 
thereby increasing testing_speed. 
(3) Automatic print-out of parameter data. 
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.. ·(4) Automatic print-out of lot yi~l.ds and ·~rameter. 
distributions 
·(5) Increase in the number of tests possible •. · 
. . 
Parameter correlation with the resultant elimination of tests is 
presently under consideration and is concerned only with software 
development. Multiplexing of other test systems with th.e computer 
is possible· through the program interrupt :feature. 
One present limitation, not apparent at the start, is ·1n the 
mechanical handling_ capacity of our loader-sorter equipment. The 
computer speed of operation exceeds our ioader-sorter necessitating 
the redesign of this mechanical equipment ~s maximum utilization of 
the system is to be obtained. In addition, the use of a high speed 
reader is extremely useful in the compil.i:cg of programs. 
Finally while the computer presents many new and different problems 
to the system designer, it offers in return a versatility limited 
only by his ingenuity. Since modern-day production techniques 
require such versatility, the on-line computer system is a logical 
\ 
step in the continuing process to meet these requirements. 
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